
Sir Padampat Singhania School, 
Kota organized an Online      
Orientation Session for the        
parents and students for the   
Academic Session 2021-22. Each 
academic session comes with a 
new set of challenges. There are 
parents who are associated with 
the school for long while there 
are few who are new.  

Orientation  session bridges the 
communication gap between 
management and parents and 
helps in building a strong 
bond .This year being second in 
succession which started online, it 
was felt that an orientation     
session will ease the anxiety of 
parents.  Under the able        
g u i d a n c e  o f  P r i n c i p a l               
Mr. Pravin Kumar,  the session  
was conducted.  

During the interaction, parents 
and students put forward their 
doubts and   queries   and    the   
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From the editor’s desk 

’Nothing can dim the light which shines from within’’                                                                                                                                                   

It is better to face unavoidable situation than to give up. The strongest thing in the world is our willpower. Our 
willpower gives us courage to cope up with the difficult situation and it all comes from our inner strength and    
positive thoughts. The sun shines to its fullest in the month of May and we  Singhanians  have  the strength  to 
outshine in our endeavours, hone our skills and provide holistic education to our children. We teach students         
‘I can do it’ and ‘Everything is possible’ so that they set up for themselves high standards, goals and aspirations in 
every sphere of life. This is the month when our children enthusiastically take part in summer camp activities and 
learn many skills . Learning is a  continuous  process that goes lifelong. Books are not the only source of         
learning , our circumstances also teach us lessons for life. In the current scenario our  children are also conquering 
with the current situation and grasping knowledge through virtual classes. After a bounteous regime of scholastic 
and  co- scholastic arena, our children look forward for their vacation so that they can charge themselves for 
another session of  post vacation  learning.                                                                                                                                                                                         

“Coming together is a beginning; keeping together is progress; working together is success.” -Henry Ford 

Ms. Sumita Ganguly 

Editor-In –Chief                                                         

Orientation   session 

faculty members responded to 
each patiently.                           

In all, it was one of  several       
endeavours  by school to enhance 
awareness among parents and 
extended support to the students 
as they make their decisions. The 
Vice Principle Ms.Anjali Chaudhary 
and the esteemed coordinators 
Ms.Harveen Bedi, Ms.B.James , 
M s . J o y c e  D a s ,  M s . S h a i l y            
Sharma, Ms.Hina Rahat Khan and     
Mr. Rajab Ali Bharti blessed and     
motivated the students. Their 
words were very promising and 
encouraging.    

Principal Sir addressed the  guests 
and reconfirmed that Singhania 
stands committed to academic          
excellence no matter what the 
circumstances are. The  session was 
a great success  and received lots of 
appreciation from   parents. 



“A Mother is she who can take 
the place of all others, but 
whose place no one else can 
take”  

Mother’s day is a special day, 
for all children and mothers, as 
it celebrates the bond of love 
and af fect ion that  is            
everlasting. Mothers are the 
emotional backbone of the 
family, who have the magic 
touch to heal all wounds and 
make all things beautiful.  The 
smile of a mother brings      
sunshine, her unconditional 
love is  intangib le yet           
embedded in every soul. 

We cannot just dedicate a 
single day to a mother but in 
the vicissitudes of life, we forget  
to acknowledge  all the pains 
she bears to keep her children 
happy and   protected. On 9th 
M ay  t he  s t ud e nt s  o f                
Sir Padampat Singhania 
School  celebrated Mother’s 
Day to make all the mothers  
remind of their value and  
importance in the child’s life. 
Beautiful pictures were sent by 
the students with their     
mothers . 
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School is an institution that 
has an Educational policy 
that is dynamic in approach 
and in accordance with the 
changing needs of society to 
maintain the tradition of 
innovative learning ideas and 
to make a child learn in          
a playful manner with         
competitive spirit .              

Sir Padampat Singhania 
School has always been a 
pioneer in the Education  
sector  and  has   left  no 

  stone unturned for the   holistic  
development of  its    student ,  the 
school had planned out a      
plethora of  engaging    activities 
from 17th May to 20th May. The 
activity based learning was really 
very  helpful to  enhance their 
vocabulary, confidence level,  
listening-skills, colour coordination, 
awareness and  stimulated their 
intellect and  motivated them to 
sharpen their skills.  
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Sir Padampat Singhania  School, 
Kota has always been a torch 
bearer in the field of education. 
This time once again we proved 
ourselves by setting a benchmark 
that however difficult the times 
might be but learning should  
continue with full zest and zeal. 
SPSS again created a milestone 
by curating an exciting and     
exclusive Virtual Summer Camp 
for  the  Singhanians  from         
21st - 26th May 2021, with some 
engaging activities for students 
to indulge in and explore     
something new with fun.         
The Summer Camp consisted of   
various activities which offered a 
plethora of  opportunities  to the 
kids for learning and   enjoying . 
The activities like calligraphy    
and cursive handwriting    helped 
in improving    handwriting and            

 realise the importance of 
physical fitness. Personality 
Development is an integral 
part of education and it      
was successfully implemented 
during the summer camp 
where the children learnt 
elocution and communication 
skills. Fireless cooking activity 
gave a chance to students     
for showcase their cooking  
and culinary skills with                
mouth-watering dishes. 

Beauty and Wellness workshop 
conducted for mothers was 
very informative and helpful. 
The mothers learnt various tips 
to enhance their internal and 
external beauty.  Thus the 
Summer Camp 2021-22  
organised at Sir Padampat 
Singhania School proved to be 
a blockbuster. 
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Taking education beyond tomorrow 

To achieve, this  education at Singhania is committed to  continuous improvement that addresses the unique needs of  
each child leading to holistic development. A child-centered philosophy is adopted and supported by inclusive education. 
The motto for every student and staff is 'to excel'. Sir Padampat Singhania School being always a flag bearer in the field 
of education leaves no stone unturned to provide best teaching methods and  incorporating a mix of old and new    
techniques. 

Singhania is known to be an epitome of hard work and sincerity which is evident in the work and efforts  put in by the 
teachers for growth and development of these young minds, be it  in physical school or online class. With  technological 
advancement, teaching and learning at SPSS has reached to new heights.  We have been keeping ourselves abreast 
with latest technology . The curriculum of our pre- primary wing imbibes and promote - 'learning by doing' approach. 
This enriches the  learning experience of the children as we nurture them in the Eight Multiple Intelligences. These      
intelligences are incorporated in the curriculum through various activities. The teaching is as always child-centered along 
with the well planned curriculum covering all the areas of learning. The children are given the freedom to think and 
work accordingly. 

Wishing you all successful year ahead . 

Stay home, Stay safe !! 

Ms.Harveen Bedi 

Coordinator-Class-Nursery—2nd 

 

    Summer Camp At A Glance 
 encouraged children to be    
creative with letters. Music,  
dance, drama  and instrument 
was one of the favourite      
segments among the  students 
where they learnt new songs 
and rocked the dance floor with 
foot tapping   numbers.    

Story-telling and sleep time 
stories developed moral values 
and    connected the children to 
the world of     imagination and 
fantasy. Chanting of   Shlokas in 
Sanskrit brought the children 
closer to  traditions, rich heritage          
and culture. It  also    developed 
love for a new language among 
the students. The First Aid   
Workshop trained the children 
how  to  deal   with    a   difficult  
situation by making use of   
immediate medication.   

 Art and craft gave a hands-on          
experience to the children and 
encouraged them to think out 
of the box. Live interactive FB    
sessions were conducted     
exclusively for the parents     
of SPSS. In these sessions            
Dr. Ashok Sharda, Dr. Manoj 
Singhal ,   Dr. Vishal Snehi and  
Dr. Neeta Jindal   enlightened 
the parents and children 
about microorganisms , their 
types ,  means of spread   and 
diseases caused by them. Special 
emphasis was given to Corona 
Virus and Black Fungus which 
are cause of worry during this 
time period. Vedic Maths is one 
of the oldest teaching methods 
for developing calculation skills  
among the students. Yoga and 
Aerobics made the children  
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